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A simple general treatment of x-ray image formation by Fresnel diffraction is presented; the image
can alternatively be considered as an in-line hologram. Particular consideration is given to
phase-contrast microscopy and imaging using hard x rays. The theory makes use of the optical
transfer function in a similar way to that used in the theory of electron microscope imaging.
Resolution and contrast are the criteria used to specify the visibility of an image. Resolution in turn
depends primarily on the spatial coherence of the illumination, with chromatic coherence of lesser
importance. Thus broadband microfocus sources can give useful phase-contrast images. Both plane-
and spherical-wave conditions are explicitly considered as limiting cases appropriate to macroscopic
imaging and microscopy, respectively, while intermediate cases may also be of practical interest.
Some results are presented for x-ray images showing phase contrast. ©1997 American Institute of
Physics.@S0034-6748~97!04907-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

For 100 years x-ray imaging has depended alm
wholly on the phenomenon of absorption by an object
produce contrast. For light optics~particularly microscopy!
on the other hand, phase-contrast has been appreciate
used for at least 60 years.1 High-resolution transmission elec
tron microscopy~TEM! has also relied on phase contrast
imaging for at least 30 years, although for technical reas
a different type of phase contrast is used.2,3 Over the same
time various methods for x-ray phase-contrast imaging h
been proposed and demonstrated, particularly over the
few years with the increasing use of synchrotron sourc
They have involved either Bonse–Hart monolithic x-r
interferometers,4–6 double-crystal diffraction arrange
ments,7–10 Fresnel or Bragg–Fresnel lenses,11–13 or Fresnel
diffraction from a monochromatic source.14,15These methods
all seem to require rather elaborate optics. On the other h
a simple approach to phase-contrast imaging with h
x-rays is possible, which also uses Fresnel diffraction to p
vide contrast, but requires only a moderately coherent so
such as can be produced by a conventional x-ray tube.16

Soon after the introduction of holography17 by Gabor in
1948, the possibility of x-ray holography was explored,18 and
interest has continued, mainly in the context of soft x-r
microscopy.19–35 As is well known, the hologram contain
phase information from the object wave field, so that it m
be considered in a sense as a phase-contrast image, i.e
phase has been ‘‘made visible,’’ although a reconstruct
step is required to reproduce the phase distribution at
object. From a different viewpoint, the reconstruction m
be considered as a form of phase retrieval.36–39

Another form of x-ray microscopy, namely poin
projection microscopy~or microradiography! was developed
somewhat earlier.40,41 The experimental arrangement is th
same as for point-source in-line holography, but applied
absorbing objects, which produce a shadow image. Fre

a!Electronic mail: pogany@mst.csiro.au
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diffraction in this case is considered as undesirable im
blurring.

In the present article a simple theoretical framework
presented to treat Fresnel diffraction imaging by x-rays~in-
cluding in-line holography! as embodied in the various cas
mentioned above, namely:

~i! macro- and microscopic imaging,
~ii ! phase and amplitude objects, and
~iii ! plane- and spherical-wave geometry.

The emphasis however is on phase contrast. The the
treats Fresnel diffraction effectively in terms of its optic
transfer function~OTF!, and is based largely on that com
monly used for high-resolution TEM imaging.2,3 Resolution
and contrast are considered as the two factors control
image quality~or ‘‘visibility’’ !. Resolution in turn is largely
determined by coherence considerations~Sec. III! rather than
by the diffraction-limited conditions of conventional optics

In Sec. IV our findings are discussed, and an illustrat
of phase-contrast x-ray imaging is presented. Section V c
tains a summary.

II. THEORY

Let a thin object lying in the planez50 be illuminated
with a monochromatic plane wave exp$2ikz%. The wave
function just beyond the object is given by the transmiss
functionq(x) @we assume a one dimensional object for co
venience but there is no difficulty in extending the followin
treatment to a two dimensional object,q(x,y), etc# On fur-
ther planesz.0, the wave functionf (x;z) is given by
Fresnel diffraction theory. In particular, if the relevant fe
tures of the object are large compared to the wavelen
l(52p/k) one can apply the usual small angle~i.e.,
paraxial! approximations to obtain the Fresnel–Kirchho
integral1
(7)/2774/9/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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f ~x;z!5S i

lzD
1/2

exp~2 ikz!E q~X!

3expS 2 ik~x2X!2

2z DdX. ~1!

The integral is of convolution type which suggests Four
transformation~FT! with respect tox, giving

F~u;z!5exp~2 ikz!Q~u!exp~ iplzu2!. ~2!

Here F and Q are the one dimensional FTs off and q,
respectively. Thez dependence is explicitly retained. Th
variableu represents spatial frequency at the object or im
plane. Here and subsequently ‘‘image’’ is used in the gen
alized sense of a defocused image. The funct
exp$iplzu2% is effectively the optical transfer function fo
Fresnel diffraction and may also be thought of as alinear
filter acting on the transmitted frequencies.1 In the present
case it has unit modulus, meaning that there is in a for
sense no loss of information involved in Fresnel diffractio
although this holds only within the small-angle approxim
tion and does not extend to indefinitely large spatial frequ
cies. However, not all the information is realized in the im
age intensities.

The transmission function,q(x), may be written

q~x!5exp@ if~x!2m~x!# ~3!

displaying the absorption and phase-shift components of
object~m is thez projection of half the usual linear attenu
tion coefficient for the intensity!. If these are small,

q~x!'11 if~x!2m~x! ~4!

and

F~u!'@d~u!1 iF~u!2m~u!#exp@ ix~u!#

5d~u!2F sin x2m cosx1 i ~F cosx2m sin x!,

~5!

wherex(u)5plzu2, andm andF are the FTs ofm andf,
respectively.

Following the treatment given in Ref. 2, we obtain fro
Eq. ~5!

f ~x!'12m*F cosx2f*F sin x

1 i ~f*F cosx2m*F sin x!, ~6!

whereF indicates a FT and* a convolution. To first order in
f, m, the intensity can be written as

I ~x!5u f ~x!u2'122m*F cosx22f*F sin x ~7!

and so, to this order,

F~u!'d~u!2m~u!cosx2F~u!sin x. ~8!

Thus the real and imaginary parts of the OTF have a sim
interpretation in terms of image contrast of the amplitude a
phase components of the object transmission function,
are used primarily in treatments of electron microsco
imaging,2,3 where phase contrast is commonly produced
defocusing. Referring to intensity rather than amplitude, o
should more correctly use the term ‘‘contrast transfer fu
Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 7, July 1997
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tion’’ ~CTF!, but we shall continue to use OTF to refer
either case. In conventional light optics the modulus a
phase of the OTF are more usually considered.

sinx and cosx can be conveniently plotted against th
reduced variableu85(lz)1/2u as shown in Fig. 1.

Let us now consider a weak phase object so that

F~u!'d~u!2F~u!sin x. ~9!

For sufficiently smallu8, sinx'x and ~9! becomes

F~u!5d~u!2plzu2F~u! ~10!

giving for the intensity2

I ~x!'11
lz

2p
f9~x!. ~11!

Thus in this regime contrast is proportional to the seco
derivative ~Laplacian in the two dimensional case! of the
phase function. For electrons,f is proportional to the
z-projected electrostatic potential of the object, and hen
from Poisson’s equation contrast is proportional to thepro-
jected charge density42

r~x!'E r~x,z!dz. ~12!

For x rays8

f~x!5r elre~x!, ~13!

wherer e is the classical electron radius andre theprojected
electron density~at least away from absorption edges!, so
that

I ~x!'12
l2

2p
r ezre9~x!. ~14!

Here the contrast is proportional to the Laplacian of the p
jected electron density, so variations in projected elect
density will show up preferentially, e.g., features will sho
enhanced edge contrast, while low spatial frequencies~phase
changes with little spatial variation! will have low contrast;
hence the termdifferential phase contrastfor this type of
image.

Two other features of Eq.~14! may be noted:

~i! the contrast in the image increases directly with z,
~ii ! the wavelength appears only as a separable fa

FIG. 1. Real~dashed! and imaginary~solid line! parts of the Fresnel dif-
fraction optical transfer function vs. reduced spatial frequencyu8
5(lz)1/2u.
2775Imaging with microfocus x rays
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l2. The geometric features of the contrast arewave-
length independent, which means that polychromati
radiation may equally well be used:16 the factorl2 is
then replaced by a spectrally weighted sum.

For largeu8 it may be noted that sinx reaches its first maxi-
mum atu85A1/2 @i.e., (2lz)1/2u51#, and foru values in
this region, sinx'1,

F~u!'d~u!2F~u!, ~15!

I ~x!'122f~x!, ~16!

and in particular for x rays

I ~x!5122r elre~x!, ~17!

i.e., the phase (or projected electron density) itself, rath
than its Laplacian, appears in the contrast term in this r
gime. As before,l appears simply as a multiplier so aga
the image structural features are wavelength independen
reasonable approximation. For example, ifl50.1 nm, z
50.5 m, the maximum phase contrast will occur foru
5105 m21, i.e., for spacings,d, around 10mm. Spatial fre-
quencies much less than this will give only weak contra
For higher spatial frequencies there are further ‘‘pa
bands’’, e.g., the next aroundu85(3/2)1/2 showing reverse
contrast~u'1.73105 m21, d'6mm for the above param
eters!. In practice, coherence considerations~treated later!
may preclude the use of the higher bands. However,
givenu8, higher spatial frequencies can be brought into c
trast by decreasingz. An example is seen in Cloetenset al.15

Ultimately detector resolution will impose an upper limit.
The effects of absorption if present will be added to t

above ~in our weak object approximation!. For small u8,
cosx'1, and~for pure absorption!

I ~x!'122m~x! ~18!

giving the usual shadow image, with maximum contrast
z50 for all spatial frequencies~contact radiograph!. As is
clear from Eq. ~8! or Fig. 1, absorption will in genera
complement phase contrast, i.e., for a given spatial freque
range one or another type of contrast will typically predom
nate.

Now we consider a point source of illumination inste
of a plane wave. Let the object plane be a distanceR1 from
the source, with the image plane situated at a further dista
R2 . Equation~1! now becomes, apart from a constant,

f s~x;R1 ,R2!5S i

lR2
D 1/2 exp~2 ikR2!E expS 2 ik

X2

2R1
D

3q~X!expS 2 ik~x2X!2

2R2
DdX ~19!

in an obvious notation. It is readily shown2 that, apart from
constants and factors of unit modulus, the wave functionf s
can be simply expressed in terms of that produced by p
wave illumination,f p :

f s~x;R1 ,R2!5 f p~x/M ;R2 /M ! ~20!

and in Fourier space

Fs~u;R1 ,R2!5Fp~Mu;R2 /M !, ~21!
2776 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 7, July 1997
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whereM5(R11R2)/R1 is the magnification factor. ForR2

!R1 this reduces essentially to the plane-wave case~with
z5R2! but for R2@R1 we have

f s~x;R1 ,R2!' f p~R1x/R2 ;R1!. ~22!

That is, the ‘‘focusing’’ is determined byR1 , the magnifica-
tion byR2 /R1 . This suggests that this configuration may
a suitable basis for an x-ray phase-contrast microscope
principle one could, by decreasingR1 , bring high spatial
frequencies into contrast~i.e., increase phase-contrast reso
tion! while simultaneously maintaining magnification to a
low for detector resolution. For example, forl50.1 nm,
R15R250.5 m, maximum phase contrast occurs atu51.4
3105 m21 ~i.e., d57mm!, where it should be noted tha
these values are referred to the object. This is slightly be
than the resolution for the corresponding plane-wave c
~i.e., forz50.5 m! but, because of the32 magnification, the
detector resolution need only be;14mm. For 1mm resolu-
tion R1 should be 5 mm with, say,R2550 mm giving311
magnification allowing a detector of 10mm resolution. For
0.1 mm resolution,R1 becomes 50mm, so that a practica
limit may be reached due to geometrical and mechan
constraints, quite apart from other factors to be now cons
ered.

III. COHERENCE

So far a perfectly coherent source~plane or spherical
wave! has been assumed. In practice a plane wave will h
angular divergencea, representing a bundle of plane wav
incident on the object. Now, for off-axis incidence Eq.~1! is
modified in that q(X) is multiplied by exp(2ikX sinu),
whereu is the angle of incidence. It follows that for smallu,
f (x) is shifted to f (x2uz), and so also isI (x), just as in
geometrical optics. So for partially coherent illuminatio
each image point is convoluted with a point-spread funct
~PSF! of width az, whose exact shape depends on the d
tribution of illumination intensity with angle. Equating thi
width with the inverse of the spatial frequency optima
transferred at thisz, viz (2lz)1/2, gives

a2z52l ~23!

as obtained by Cloetenset al.15 This gives an estimate
a/2l for the lowest spatial frequency which can be observ
with optimal contrast under these conditions: higher spa
frequencies can always be brought into~optimal! contrast by
decreasingz. The inverse of this, viz 2l/a, is the ‘‘coher-
ence width.’’1–3 ~Different authors give different numerica
coefficients, according to their coherence criteria!. This co-
herence width is roughly the maximum distance between
object points for which interference effects will be obser
able. It is not necessary for the whole object or field of vie
to be coherently illuminated.

In terms of the OTF, convolution of Eq.~7! with the PSF
is equivalent to multiplying Eq.~8! by its FT. This could, for
example, be represented in Fig. 1 by an envelope wh
damps out the higher spatial frequencies, and gives an
proximate high frequency limit above which informatio
about the object cannot be obtained with these imaging c
ditions, the so-called ‘‘information limit.’’ But note that this
Imaging with microfocus x rays
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envelope varies relative to the OTF when plotted as a fu
tion of u for different z values. Specifically, asz decreases
the OTF goes to higher frequencies asz21/2, but the enve-
lope asymptotes asz21 ~since it is the FT of a function o
width proportional toz! so optimal contrast at higher fre
quencies can be reached by decreasingz, as previously
noted.

For a partially coherent pointlike source~spherical
wave!, the ideal point source is spread over a finite area
in Eq. ~16!, exp(2ikX2/2R1) is replaced by exp@2ik(X
2a)2/2R1#, it is readily seen that the image is shifted late
ally by R2a/R1 . Thus if s is the source spread function, th
image PSF will beR2s/R1 , but when referred to the objec
this is reduced byM i.e., toR2s/(R11R2). ForR2!R1 this
again reverts to the plane-wave case, ifa is identified with
s/R1 , the angular width of the source at the object. ForR2

@R1 the PSF tends tos; thus for the ‘‘microscope’’ configu-
ration, resolution will be limited to the source size. Th
with the associated problem of intensity, will undoubtedly
the greatest limitation of such a microscope. Optimal c
trast for the corresponding spatial frequencyu51/s occurs at

R15s2/2l. ~24!

In this case lower spatial frequencies can be brought
~optimal! contrast by increasingR1 .

Next we consider the effect of chromatic coherence,
discussion of which will apply to both plane and spheric
waves, by invoking Eqs.~20! or ~21!, as required. Suppos
the source has a normalized intensity distribution,w(l). For
a pure phase object one then has, from Eq.~7!

I ~x!512E @2f~x;l!* ~F sin x!~x;l!#w~l!dl ~25!

and Eq.~9! then becomes

F~u!5d~u!2E F~u;l!sin~plzu2!w~l!dl. ~26!

For example, ifw(l) has the Gaussian distribution

w~l!5
1

ApDl
exp@2~l2l0!

2/~Dl!2# ~27!

on using Eq.~13! we obtain

F~u!5d~u!2
r e

ApDl
R~u!E l sin~plzu2!

3exp@2~l2l0!
2/Dl2#dl, ~28!

whereR(u) is the FT ofre(x). The integral can be evalu
ated, giving

F~u!5d~u!2r eR~u!exp@2~ 1
2pzu

2Dl!2#

3@l0 sin~pl0zu
2!

1 1
2pzu

2~Dl!2cos~pl0zu
2!#. ~29!

The second term on the right-hand side is sim
F(u;l0) sinx, multiplied by an exponential damping func
tion. This function decreases to;0.5 for u5(2Dlz)21/2.
For u up to the ‘‘passband’’ valueu5(2l0z)

21/2 it follows
Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 7, July 1997
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that one could have a wavelength spreadDl;l0 without
undue damping. This represents a large wavelength spr
and justifies~at least for this example! our earlier qualitative
remarks regarding polychromatic sources. Note however
very rapid cutoff with increasingu, due to its fourth power
in the exponent. Thus for a 50% increase inu above the
value (2Dlz)21/2, the exponential decreases from 0.54
0.04, and doublingu decreases it to 531025. Thus some
monochromatization would seem to be required for h
resolution; for instance in this latter caseDl;l0/4 would
restore the damping to the 0.5 level. Sincel cannot in fact be
less than zero, some such restriction onDl is physically
reasonable even without explicit monochromatization. T
last term on the right-hand side, arising from thel depen-
dence ofF, can be included as a further modification of th
OTF. Foru not too great, this consists of replacingl0 in x
by l0@111/2(Dl/l0)

2#.
The above results are essentially unchanged if abs

tion is included, although details of the correction terms d
fer due to the differentl dependence ofm. Calculations us-
ing a Lorentzian distribution

w~l!5
Dl

p

1

~l2l0!
21~Dl!2

~30!

give an essentially similar result, viz. the main effect on t
OTF is multiplication by a damping function, in this cas
exp(2pzu2Dl).

IV. DISCUSSION AND ILLUSTRATIVE RESULTS

Many of the foregoing results may be summarized w
the help of the following figures. Figures 2 and 3 show
gions of visibility of spatial frequencies for a phase object
a function of log(z/l) and log(ul), wherez equalsR2 for
plane waves~Fig. 2! andR1 for spherical waves~Fig. 3!.
This choice of variables gives one universal diagram
phase contrast, and one for amplitude contrast, on wh
specific coherence conditions can be added as describe
low. The particular numerical ranges given in the figur

FIG. 2. Regions of visibility of aphase-contrast imagein thez-u plane for
effectiveplane-wave conditions. z5R2 is the object-image distance.
2777Imaging with microfocus x rays
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would be appropriate for typical coherence conditions for
hard x-ray region,l;0.1 nm. Visibility as the term is use
in the present context allows for both contrast, as given
the OTF, and blurring, as determined by lateral coheren
Chromatic coherence is considered of lesser importance
reasons given above. Shaded regions indicate significa
reduced or absent visibility; it is to be understood howe
that the different regions are not sharply delineated,
merge into one another.

The zeroes of the OTF vary asz21/2. Due to finite de-
tector sensitivity and noise, there will be a region of lo
visibility around each zero, and these are indicated by sha
areas for the first one or two zeroes and by heavy lines w
they become closely spaced. In addition to these ab
bands,u has both upper and lower limits, the latter due to t
fact that the OTF starts at zero foru50. The adjacent region
of differential phase-contrast represents the region where
OTF varies asu2. Note that this lower limit does not repre
sent the largest visible features but rather spatial freque
content. Thus for example fibers and bubbles are visible
edge contrast,16 but also more complex structures, e.g., fish16

or bone15 due to the spatial frequencies of their microstru
ture. The successive transfer bands are marked1 and2 for
positive and negative contrast, according to the sign of
OTF.

The upper limit tou, representing the information limi

FIG. 3. Regions of visibility of aphase-contrast imagein thez-u plane for
effectivespherical-wave conditions. z5R1 is the source-object distance.

FIG. 4. ~a!~b! Phase-contrast optical transfer function (sinx) and coherence
envelope~dashed line! vs spatial frequencylu for theplane-wave casefor
the two values ofz/l, A andB respectively, shown in Fig. 2.
2778 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 7, July 1997
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to resolution,3 is given by the coherence envelope. On t
figures this limit is shown by a dashed line. For the pla
wave case it varies as 1/az. Figure 2 shows the line fora
51023. The pointX corresponds to the condition of Eq
~23!. For the spherical wave case the limit is a consta
1/s, and is plotted as log(l/s) in Fig. 3. The case shown
would represent, say,s51mm for l50.1 nm. The pointX
here indicates the condition of Eq.~24!.

Two values of log(z/l), namelyA andB with A,B, are
indicated in Figs. 2 and 3, and for each value the OTF a
coherence envelope are shown as functions oflu, in Figs.
4~a! and 4~b! and 5~a! and 5~b!, respectively. Note how
lower frequencies are passed asz increases; and, in the
plane-wave case, higher frequencies asR2 decreases, since
as previously noted, the range of the coherence enve
increases faster than that of the OTF. In the spherical-w
case the source size sets a constant upper limit on sp
frequencies for allR1 , so that there will be a range ofR1 , as
given approximately by Eq.~24!, such that the first band falls
substantially within the coherence envelope; this will be
microscopy regime. For largerR1 there will again be in-
creased transfer at relatively low frequency, especially in
differential phase-contrast region; but also more OTF zer
within the envelope@Fig. 5~b!#. This regime might be termed
phase-contrast microradiography rather than microscopy

For comparison, the corresponding data for an amplitu

FIG. 5. Phase-contrast optical transfer function (sinx) and coherence enve
lope ~dashed line! vs spatial frequencylu for the spherical-wave casefor
the two values ofz/l, A andB respectively, shown in Fig. 3.

FIG. 6. Regions of visibility of anamplitude contrast imagein the z-u
plane for effectiveplane-wave conditions. z5R2 is the object-image dis-
tance.
Imaging with microfocus x rays
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object are given in Figs. 6–9. There is here no lower limit
u, as the OTF (cosx) is unity atu50, and optimum transfe
for all frequencies occurs atz50.

In general one may note that although various quanti
associated with lateral coherence, such as the lateral co
ence width and mutual coherence function,1 are wavelength
dependent, the effect on the resolution, as determined by
PSF or coherence envelope, depends only on geomet
factors, such as source size,18 in the same way as for geo
metrical optics.

Finally there remains the question of retrieving obje
structure from the observed intensity of out-of-focus imag
While largely outside the scope of this article, a few co
ments may be made here.

The problem can be logically divided into two part
First, there is the recovery of the object transmission fu
tion, q(x), including phase. This is relatively straightfo
ward, and can be done holographically or otherwise~for ex-
ample, via an appropriate form of the transport of intens
equations39!. Then there is the generally more difficult pro
lem of three dimensional object reconstruction. To obt
q(x,y) for a three dimensional object, the projection a
proximation @Eq. ~13! and its analogue for absorption# is
useful and generally valid in the present context. A sim
validity criterion2 is that the object thickness should be le
than aboutd2/2l, whered is the smallest resolvable dis

FIG. 7. Regions of visibility of anamplitude contrast imagein the z-u
plane for effectivespherical-wave conditions. z5R1 is the source-object
distance.

FIG. 8. ~a!~b! Amplitude-contrast optical transfer function (cosx) and co-
herence envelope~dashed line! vs lu for the plane-wave casefor the two
values ofz/l, A andB, respectively, shown in Fig. 6.
Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 7, July 1997
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FIG. 9. ~a!~b! Amplitude-contrast optical transfer function (cosx) and co-
herence envelope~dashed line! vs lu for the spherical-wave casefor the
two of values ofz/l, A andB, respectively, shown in Fig. 7.

FIG. 10. Radiographs of a specimen of lamb’s liver recorded with a micr
focus source, showing phase contrast.R1 was 300 mm andR2 was; ~a! 0
mm, ~b! 300 mm, and~c! 1100 mm.
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TABLE I. Summary of the characteristics of in-line imaging without lenses.

„A… General
Advantages: Simplicity of apparatus; i.e., no lenses or mirrors, no

aberrations. Modest requirements for monochromaticity
Similar to present radiography systems.
Reduced incoherent scattering contribution.
Both amplitude and phase information can be derived fr
intensity data.

Disadvantages: Source of high lateral coherence required.
May require appropriate image-reconstruction procedure
Useful physical magnification limited by source size and
closeness of approach of sample to source.
No physical access to focal plane, which would allo
employment of various contrast mechanisms.
Increased sensitivity to the quality of in-beam compone
such as windows and filters.

Quantity of interest
Plane wave
R1@R2

Spherical wave
R2@R1

„B… Phase contrast
Optimum contrast:u5 (2lR2)

21/2 (2lR1)
21/2

Coherence resolution limit:
u5 1/aR2 1/s
Visibility, upper u limit: None 1/s

with optimum
contrast

at R15s2/2l
Visibility, lower u limit:
~This limit is considerably reduced
when allowance is made for
differential phase contrast.!

a/2l
~5coherence
width21!, with

optimum contrast
at R252l/a2

None
~coherence width

5lR1 /s)

Limitations to high resolution: Collimation,
detector resolution,
object-detector
proximity

Source size,
source-object
proximity

„C… Absorption contrast
Visibility, upper u limit: None;

provided
R2!1/ua

1/s
arbitraryR1

Visibility, lower u limit: None None
Limitations to high resolution: Detector resolution,

object-detector
proximity.

Source size
ob
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fo

th
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se.
ce
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re-
of
ate
tance. This means that Fresnel diffraction blurring in the
ject will not significantly degrade resolution. If projection
valid, tomographic methods can in principle be used
three dimensional reconstruction.

Much of the foregoing analysis has been based on
further assumption of the weak object approximation2,3 @Eq.
~4!# which has the advantages both of separating phase
amplitude contributions, and of linearizing the intensity e
pressions. The implied conditionf(x)!1 ~and its absorp-
tion analogue! is, however, quite restrictive as a pha
change of 2p is typically produced by a thickness differenc
of order a few tens of microns even for lowZ materials, for
x rays around 10 keV. In fact Guigay43 has shown that, a
least for a phase object, the inferred linearity properties s
as Eqs.~6!–~8! hold under the condition

uf~x!2f~x2lzu!u!1, ~31!

which is much less restrictive, even though it is bothz and
Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 7, July 1997
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u dependent. In any case, however, Eqs.~1! or ~2! can al-
ways be used to calculate an image. The recovery ofq(x)
from an image on the other hand will be more difficult if E
~4! @or more generally, Eq.~31!# is not applicable.

In terms of scattering theory, this represents a sing
scattering approximation, although it does not exactly cor
spond to the usual kinematic theory of Fraunhofer diffract
in which the intensity is quadratic inf, the difference being
due to interference with the direct beam in the Fresnel ca
This approximation improves with increasing energy, sin
f decreases asl @Eq. ~13!#. For equivalent phase-contra
conditions,zmust be increased to maintain constantlz. The
projection approximation also improves, as is evident fro
its validity criterion relating to object thickness.

Plane- and spherical-wave illumination have been p
sented in this article as two limiting cases, but they are
course simply the extremes of all possible intermedi
Imaging with microfocus x rays
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on,
cases. In particular, radiography is commonly perform
with an ~approximately! point source. So long asR2!R1 ,
the imaging will be of plane-wave type in terms of the for
going theory. AsR2 is increased to values comparable
R1 , there will be an intermediate regime characterized
macroscopic, typically differential, phase contrast, mod
magnification, and resolution somewhat smaller~i.e., better!
than s, by a factorR2 /(R11R2) ~apart from the effect of
detector resolution!. Such a regime may turn out to be usef
in the design of clinical and industrial radiography system
and has the further incidental, but possibly important adv
tage of reducing the contribution of scattered~typically
Compton! radiation to the image, as practiced in the ‘‘a
gap’’ technique of radiography44 sometimes used to reduc
or eliminate the need for a grid~i.e., post-specimen collima
tion! while providing some magnification. It is perhaps al
interesting to speculate that at least some of the improvem
in contrast in some areas of conventional radiography, s
as projection mammography with a very fine focus sour
may have been due to phase-contrast effects rather tha
simple reduction in scatter reaching the detector, as m
tioned above.

Although the requirement of image reconstruction h
been given here as a disadvantage of lenseless imaging
pared with more direct methods, this does not mean
images cannot usefully be viewed directly. In fact, partic
larly in the macroscopic, differential phase-contrast imag
regime, readily interpretable object features may be vis
and even enhanced.16 In the context of electron microscopy
for instance, one distinguishes a directly interpretable ‘‘po
resolution limit,’’ extending in spatial frequency to the fir
zero of the ~phase-contrast! OTF, from the ‘‘information
limit’’ determined by the coherence envelope. Thus in t
x-ray case, at least in the area of qualitative radiography,
need for an image reconstruction step may prove to be m
of an apparent than a real disadvantage.

Figure 10 provides an illustration of the foregoing com
ments. It shows radiographs of a specimen of lamb li
about 20 mm thick, taken with a microfocus source of nom
nal size 10mm on a copper anode. The sample was
chemically fixed or treated in any way.R1 was set at 300
mm, andR2 was;0, 300, and 1100 mm for Figs. 10~a!,
10~b! and 10~c! respectively. Tube voltage was 60 kV, cu
rent 0.09 mA, and exposure times 2, 20, and 60 min., res
tively using Agfa Curix film without an intensifying screen
After photographic enlargement, the final magnification
each panel of Fig. 10 is the same. Note the increase in
trast and resolution with increasingR2 , characteristic of dif-
ferential phase contrast~the visible features are bile ducts!.
For normal absorption contrast radiography one would
pect visibility to decrease withR2 ~unless resolution were
strongly detector limited!.

V. SUMMARY

The conditions and limitations for x-ray phase-contr
imaging by Fresnel diffraction have been considered. T
methods can alternatively be considered as examples o
line holography. The plane- and spherical-wave cases
treated as two extremes of a unified theory, appropriate
Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 68, No. 7, July 1997
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macroscopic imaging~radiography! and microscopy, respec
tively. Coherence requirements are considered and it
been shown that image resolution depends mainly on lat
coherence, with longitudinal~temporal or chromatic! coher-
ence being of lesser importance. Resolution and contrast~to-
gether with signal/noise considerations which are not h
treated in any detail! together determine the imagevisibility
and information content. Corresponding results for abso
tion contrast are presented for comparison. Table I give
summary of the main conclusions arising from the pres
work and may be best appreciated in conjunction with Fi
2–9. For the type of microscopy considered in this artic
source size is the basic limitation to resolution. Submicr
microfocus tubes are becoming available, but their resolu
has not yet approached the 10 nm range currently obtain
from soft x-ray direct imaging systems.11,12 There is always
the option of reducing magnification and using an ultrah
resolution recording medium such as photoresist.33 But the
advantages of this type of microscopy are more likely to
in its relative economy and simplicity compared to oth
methods which generally use either synchrotron or plas
sources together with elaborate optics. Even if resolution
not much better than for optical microscopy, the ability
study relatively thick, opaque specimens with minim
preparation requirements~particularly for biological
samples! may provide sufficient motivation for its develop
ment. Phase-contrast~micro! tomography is a further
possibility.6,45The general questions of image reconstruct
and quantitative phase retrieval are left to future works.
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